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 mov and .wmv files, a total of 354 videos. This video atlas is developed by Dr. Richard A. Acland, a surgeon, teacher, author,
and researcher in the field of human anatomy. Acland's Video Atlas of Human Anatomy represents an example of good quality,

high resolution images of histological specimens. An important feature of this video atlas is its ability to show specimens in
color while preserving much of the detail that is lost when images are converted from their natural colors to an abstract

representation. Originally, the video atlas was constructed for use in the Johns Hopkins Anatomy Seminar Series, a series of
lectures for medical students that took place annually between 1986 and 2005. The original set of videos were later added to the

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) public-access databases for the purposes of anatomic and radiologic
studies. In the wake of the 2005 Johns Hopkins Lecture Series, Dr. Acland released all of the video atlas content as public-

access streaming media on the National Library of Medicine (NLM) web portal. In addition, the Acland Video Atlas of Human
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Anatomy is now available through the internet at as a public-access streaming media file. Dr. Acland's original Video Atlas of
Human Anatomy consisted of 303 videos. In the following pages, we will review the structure and organization of the video

atlas and point out features that make the atlas unique. In the final pages of this review, we will describe Dr. Acland's methods
of providing educational content. Structure and organization {#Sec1} ========================== The Video Atlas of
Human Anatomy comprises of three parts (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The first part consists of two subparts (A and B).
Subpart A (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) represents the life-sized models of human anatomy (specific to this video atlas)

while subpart B (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) contains the video atlas on a computer screen. Subpart C (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-
type="fig"}) includes a text description of each individual video atlas and an index of videos organized by organ. 82157476af
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